
End User License Agreement (EULA) EDWARD-EXTENDED !!
This License Agreement governs the legal relationship between the purchaser 
of EDWARD-EXTENDED and Tovusound.
!
Tovusound offers software and services on Tovusound.com and other market 
places which can be downloaded after paying a license fee. The customer 
agrees by downloading and installing to this legally bound by the terms of this 
License Agreement. The purchased samples or instruments may be used for 
the customers own production.
!!
This License Agreement includes !
Mechanical Rights: The right to re-record, duplicate, and release the samples 
as part of the customers project.

 
Synchronization Rights: The right to use samples and instruments as a part of 
a synchronized soundtrack of a customers project.
!
Public Performance and Broadcast Rights: The right to use samples and 
instruments as part of a public performance or broadcast.
!!
Limits of Use !
This License Agreement excludes any isolated and/or independent use of the 
samples. The license granted in this agreement is personal to you, and limited 
to a project. Tovusound only licenses the use of the samples it provides; it 
retains full rights concerning the samples. The use of the samples for the 
creation of a sound library or audio samples or for any sample-based product 
— even if modified — is strictly prohibited. In addition, the samples may not be 
repackaged in whole or part as sample libraries or audio samples or digital 
instrument patches or any other product, without the prior written permission 
of Tovusound. Further you are not allowed to claim authorship of the samples 
limits of liability.
!!
IR-Response restrictions !
IR-Impulses inside EDWARD-EXTENDED are allowed to use inside EDWARD-
EXTENDED only. You are not allowed to record these IR’s out of EDWARD-
EXTENDED to use them in other IR software or as samples.
!!



Multiuser License !
Every Software Instrument and Sample Library purchased on Tovusound.com or other 
market places comes with is a Single User License. If you need more instances of a 
product, you need to buy a Multi-User-License. Get in touch with Tovusound for 
details.
!!
General !
Edward Extended software instrument and all sound effects contained within are 
owned by Tovusound. Unauthorized duplication is a violation of applicable federal and 
provincial laws of Spain and international treaties. Sound effects may not be re-
recorded, duplicated or resold without the express written consent of Tovusound.
!!
Contact !
If you have questions about the licensing of EDWARD-EXTENDED please get in touch 
with us: mail@tovusound.com.
!!!!
Thank you for using EDWARD-EXTENDED!
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